AGILE INTRODUCTION - 1DAY

Your questions answered, smashing agile myths, implementing business agility, plus so much more
Everyone is talking about it. Some organizations are doing it well, many are struggling to get any value out
of it.
It started in IT and is now being embraced by the early adopters who recognize that agility in IT and in the
broader business context is becoming a necessity for organizational survival in our volatile, rapidly changing
economy.
You’ve heard that agile is just a mind shift adjustment, well it’s actually a massive mind shift change and a
very different way of getting work done, in a market that abounds with agile mis-conceptions, assumptions,
and myths, all getting in the way or your agile understanding and your organization’s journey to business
agility.

WHAT IS
This powerful one-day event covers a full introduction to agile, helping to shape your agile mindset so that
you can take advantage of, and apply agile techniques to your work, within the context of your teams,
departments, projects and even your organization. It covers the agile values, principles and methods, and
shows you how to turn theory into practice, and how to make sense of the various different agile models.

The session was exceptional insightful and informative. I recommend training with Guy. He makes agile seem so easy, thanks
I guess to his years of project and agile experience in business.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Are you planning to:
1.

Move from a waterfall project method to an agile one?

2.

Invest your organization resources and money in an agile way of working?

3.

Join an agile team or an agile organization?

This one-day event will get you started in the right direction, on a road that can easily waste your efforts if
you chose the wrong direction.
This is for all project managers, change agents, product owners, PMO staff, line managers and executives
who want to get a good understanding of agile in just one day.
In fact, it is for anyone who wants to make sense of agile.
There are no pre-requisites, just a curiosity about agile.
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The Agile Introduction training delivered by Snap Tech was great! I’m now confident that I really do understand what is
agile, and what is not! The day went too quickly with a very engaging mix of lectures, exercises and sharing of practical
experiences.

APPROACH & DURATION
This is a one-day facilitated virtual classroom event.
Enquire about our three hour executive overview.

BENEFITS
After this event you will:
Make an informed choice on how to implement agile.
Be familiar with the agile manifesto, values, and principles
Understand the roles, documents, and events of an agile framework
Know how to apply agile thinking to create customer value
Understand the importance of a self-organizing team
Know the key differences between the various agile methods and models
Start to understand how you could apply agile ways of working to business functions and services.
Be able to share some of the advantages and challenges of the transformation to business agility

CONTENT
What is Agile
Agile benefits and challenges
Agile models under the agile umbrella, including Scrum, DSDM and SAFe
Agnostic Agile
Agile Myths
Agile Values and Principles
Business Agility
Agile Framework overview
o

Roles, estimating, prioritizing, documentation, and governance

Agile Leadership
Implementing agile, and the pitfalls
And much more.

CALL ME NOW TO BOOK ON OUR NEXT EVENT.
+27 (0)82 900 5215
EMAIL GUY@SNAPTECHINT.COM
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